UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,
Civil Action No.
v.
THE STATE OF ARIZONA, et al.,
Defendants.

DECLARATION OF DANIEL H. RAGSDALE
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746,I, Daniel H. Ragsdale, declare and state as follows:
1.

I am the Executive Associate Director for Management and Administration at

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) within the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security (DHS). I have served in this position since January 2010. Before that, I served as a
Senior Counselor to ICE's Assistant Secretary from November 2008 until October 2009, and,
prior to that, as the Chief of the ICE Enforcement Law Division from October 2006 until
November 2008. From September 1999 until September 2006,I served in several positions in
ICE's Office of Chief Counsel in Phoenix, Arizona. I also was designated as a Special Assistant
U.S. Attorney (SAUSA), which allowed me to prosecute immigration crimes.
2.

Under the supervision of ICE's Assistant Secretary, I have direct managerial and

supervisory authority over the management and administration of ICE. I am closely involved in
the management of ICE's human and financial resources, matters of significance to the agency,
and the day-to-day operations of the agency. I make this declaration based on personal

knowledge of the subject matter acquired by me in the course of the performance of my official
duties.
Overview of ICE Programs
3.

ICE consists of two core operational programs, Enforcement and Removal

Operations (ERO), which handles civil immigration enforcement, and Homeland Security
Investigations (HSI), which handles criminal investigations. I am generally aware of the
operational activities of all offices at ICE, and I am specifically aware of their activities as they
affect and interface with the programs I directly supervise.
4.

HSI houses the special agents who investigate criminal violations of the federal

customs and immigration laws. HSI also primarily handles responses to calls from local and
state law enforcement officers requesting assistance, including calls requesting that ICE transfer
aliens into detention. However, because of the policy focus on devoting investigative resources
towards the apprehension of criminal aliens, the responsibility of responding to state and local
law enforcement is shared with, and is increasingly transitioning to, ERO to allow HSI special
agents to focus more heavily on criminal investigations. On an average day in FY 2009, HSI
special agents nationwide arrested 62 people for administrative immigration violations, 22
people for criminal immigration offenses, and 42 people for criminal customs offenses.
5.

ERO is responsible for detaining and removing aliens who lack lawful authority

to remain in the United States. On an average day, ERO officers nationwide arrest
approximately 816 aliens for administrative immigration violations and remove approximately
912 aliens, including 456 criminal aliens, from the United States to countries around the globe.
As of June 2, 2010, ICE had approximately 32,313 aliens in custody pending their removal
proceedings or removal from the United States.
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6.

In addition to HSI and ERO, ICE has the Office of State and Local Coordination

(OSLC) which focuses on outreach to state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies to build
positive relationships with ICE. In addition, OSLC administers the 287(g) Program, through
which ICE enters into agreements with state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies for those
agencies to perform certain federal immigration enforcement functions under the supervision of
federal officials. Each agreement is formalized through a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
and authorized pursuant to Section 287(g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA),
8 U.S.C. § 1357(g).
7.

Consistent with its policy of focusing enforcement efforts on criminal aliens, ICE

created the Secure Communities program to improve, modernize, and prioritize ICE's efforts to
identify and remove criminal aliens from the United States. Through the program, ICE has
leveraged biometric information-sharing to ensure accurate and timely identification of criminal
aliens in law enforcement custody. The program office arranges for willing jurisdictions to
access the biometric technology so they can simultaneously check a person's criminal and
immigration history when the person is booked on criminal charges. When an individual in
custody is identified as being an alien, ICE must then determine how to proceed with respect to
that alien, including whether to lodge a detainer or otherwise pursue the alien's detention and
removalfromthe United States upon the alien's release from criminal custody. ICE does not
lodge detainers or otherwise pursue removal for every alien in custody, and has the discretion to
decide whether lodging a detainer and / or pursuing removal reflects ICE's policy priorities.
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ICE Initiatives and Activities in Arizona and at the Southwest Border
8.

ICE has devoted substantial resources to increasing border security and combating

smuggling of contraband and people. Indeed, 25 percent of all ICE special agents are stationed
in the five Southwest border offices. Of those, 353 special agents are stationed in Arizona to
investigate crimes, primarily cross-border crimes. ERO currently has 361 law enforcement
officers in Arizona. Further, the ICE Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA) has 147
attorneys stationed in the areas of responsibility on the Southwest border, including 37 attorneys
in Arizona alone to prosecute removal cases and advise ICE officers and special agents, as well
as one attorney detailed to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Arizona to support the
prosecution of criminals identified and investigated by ICE agents. Two additional attorneys
have been allocated and are expected to enter on duty as SAUSAs in the very near future.
9.

ICE's attention to the Southwest Border has included the March 2009 launch of

the Southwest Border Initiative to disrupt and dismantle drug trafficking organizations operating
along the Southwest border. This initiative was designed to support three goals; guard against
the spillover of violent crime into the United States; support Mexico's campaign to crack down
on drug cartels in Mexico; and reduce movement of contraband across the border. This initiative
called for additional personnel, increased intelligence capability, and better coordination with
state, local, tribal, and Mexican law enforcement authorities. This plan also bolstered the law
enforcement resources and information-sharing capabilities between and among DHS and the
Departments of Justice and Defense. ICE's efforts on the Southwest border between March 2009
and March 2010 have resulted in increased seizures of weapons, money, and narcotics along the
Southwest border as compared to the same time period between 2008 and 2009. ICE also
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increased administrative arrests of criminal aliens for immigration violations by 11 percent along
the Southwest border during this period.
10.

ICE has focused even more closely on border security in Arizona. ICE is

participating in a multi-agency operation known as the Alliance to Combat Transnational Threats
(ACTT) (formerly the Arizona Operational Plan). Other federal agencies, including the
Department of Defense, as well as state and local law enforcement agencies also support the
ACTT. To a much smaller degree, ACTT receives support from the Government of Mexico
through the Merida initiative, a United States funded program designed to support and assist
Mexico in its efforts to disrupt and dismantle transnational criminal organizations, build capacity,
strengthen its judicial and law enforcement institutions, and build strong and resilient
communities.
11.

The ACTT began in September 2009 to address concerns about crime along the

border between the United States and Mexico in Arizona. The primary focus of ACTT is
conducting intelligence-driven border enforcement operations to disrupt and dismantle violent
cross-border criminal organizations that have a negative impact on the lives of the people on both
sides of the border. The ACTT in particular seeks to reduce serious felonies that negatively
affect public safety in Arizona. These include the smuggling of aliens, bulk cash, and drugs;
documentfraud;the exportation of weapons; street violence; homicide; hostage-taking; money
laundering; and human trafficking and prostitution.
12.

In addition to the ACTT, the Federal Government is making other significant

efforts to secure the border. On May 25, 2010, the President announced that he will be
requesting $500 million in supplemental funds for enhanced border protection and law
enforcement activities, and that he would be ordering a strategic and requirements-based
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deployment of 1,200 National Guard troops to the border. This influx of resources will be
utilized to enhance technology at the border; share information and support with state, local, and
tribal law enforcement; provide intelligence and intelligence analysis, surveillance, and
reconnaissance support; and additional training capacity.
13.

ICE also is paying increasing attention to alien smuggling, along with other

contraband smuggling, with the goal of dismantling large organizations. Smuggling
organizations are an enforcement priority because they tend to create a high risk of danger for the
persons being smuggled, and tend to be affiliated with the movement of drugs and weapons. ICE
has had success of late in large operations to prosecute and deter alien smugglers and those who
transport smuggled aliens. During recent operations in Arizona and Texas, ICE agents made a
combined total of 85 arrests, searched 18 companies, and seized more than 100 vehicles and
more than 30 firearms.
14.

This summer, ICE launched a surge in its efforts near the Mexican border. This

surge was a component of a strategy to identify, disrupt, and dismantle cartel operations. The
focus on cartel operations is a policy priority because such cartels are responsible for high
degrees of violence in Mexico and the United States—the cartels destabilize Mexico and threaten
regional security. For 120 days, ICE will add 186 agents and officers to its five Southwest
border offices to attack cartel capabilities to conduct operations; disrupt and dismantle drug
trafficking organizations; diminish the illicit flow of money, weapons, narcotics, and people into
and out of the U.S.; and enhance border security. The initiative, known as Operation Southern
Resolve, is closely coordinated with the Government of Mexico, as well as Mexican and U.S.
federal, state and local law enforcement to ensure maximum impact. The initiative also includes
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targeting transnational gang activity, targeting electronic and traditional methods of moving illicit
proceeds, and identifying, arresting, and removing criminal aliens present in the region.
15.

Although ICE continues to devote significant resources to immigration

enforcement in Arizona and elsewhere along the Southwest border, ICE recognizes that a full
solution to the immigration problem will only be achieved through comprehensive immigration
reform (CIR). Thus, ICE, in coordination with DHS and the Department's other operating
components, has committed personnel and energy to advancing CIR. For example, ICE's
Assistant Secretary and other senior leaders have advocated for comprehensive immigration
reform during meetings with, and in written letters and statements to, advocacy groups, nongovernmental organizations, members of the media, and members of Congress. Other ICE
personnel have participated in working groups to develop immigration reform proposals to
include in CIR and to prepare budget assessments and projections in support of those proposals.
ICE Enforcement Priorities
16.

DHS is the federal department with primary responsibility for the enforcement of

federal immigration law. Within DHS, ICE plays a key role in this enforcement by, among other
functions, serving as the agency responsible for the investigation of immigration-related crimes,
the apprehension and removal of individuals from the interior United States, and the
representation of the United States in removal proceedings before the Executive Office for
Immigration Review within the Department of Justice. As the department charged with
enforcement of federal immigration laws, DHS exercises a large degree of discretion in
determining how best to carry out its enforcement responsibilities. This discretion also allows
ICE to forego criminal prosecutions or removal proceedings in individual cases, where such
forbearance will further federal immigration priorities.
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17.

ICE's priorities at a national level have been refined to reflect Secretary

Napolitano's commitment to the "smart and tough enforcement of immigration laws." Currently,
ICE's highest enforcement priorities—meaning, the most important targets for apprehension and
removal efforts—are aliens who pose a danger to national security or a risk to public safety,
including: aliens engaged in or suspected of terrorism or espionage; aliens convicted of crimes,
with a particular emphasis on violent criminals, felons, and repeat offenders; certain gang
members; and aliens subject to outstanding criminal warrants.
18.

Other high priorities include aliens who are recent illegal entrants and "fugitive

aliens" (i.e., aliens who have failed to comply with final orders of removal). The attention to
fugitive aliens, especially those with criminal records, recognizes that the government expends
significant resources providing procedural due process in immigration proceedings, and that the
efficacy of removal proceedings is undermined if final orders of removal are not enforced.
Finally, the attention to aliens who are recent illegal entrants is intended to help maintain control
at the border. Aliens who have been present in the U.S. without authorization for a prolonged
period of time and who have not engaged in criminal conduct present a significantly lower
enforcement priority. And aliens who meet certain humanitarian criteria may not be an
"enforcement" priority at all—in such humanitarian cases, federal immigration priorities may
recommend forbearance in pursuing removal.
19.

ICE bases its current priorities on a number of different factors. One factor is the

differential between the number of people present in the United States illegally—approximately
10.8 million aliens, including 460,000 in Arizona—and the number of people ICE is resourced to
remove each year—approximately 400,000. This differential necessitates prioritization to ensure
that ICE expends resources most efficiently to advance the goals of protecting national security,
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protecting public safety, and securing the border. Another factor is ICE's consideration of
humanitarian interests in enforcing federal immigration laws, and its desire to ensure aliens in
the system are treated fairly and with appropriate respect given their individual circumstances.
Humanitarian interests may, in appropriate cases, support a conclusion that an alien should not be
removed or detained at all. And yet another factor is ICE's recognition that immigration
detainees are held for a civil purpose—namely, removal—and not for punishment. Put another
way, although entering the United States illegally or failing to cooperate with ICE during the
removal process is a crime, being in the United States without authorization is not itself a crime.
ICE prioritizes enforcement to distinguish between aliens who commit civil immigration
violations from those commit or who have been convicted of a crime.
20.

Consequently, ICE is revising policies and practices regarding civil immigration

enforcement and the immigration detention system to ensure the use of its enforcement
personnel, detention space, and removal resources are focused on advancing these priorities. For
example, ICE has two programs within ERO designed to arrest convicted criminal aliens and
alien fugitives. These are the Criminal Alien Program (CAP) and the National Fugitive
Operations Program (fugitive operations). ICE officers assigned to CAP identify criminal aliens
who are incarcerated within federal, state, and local prisons and jails, as well as aliens who have
been charged or arrested and remain in the custody of the law enforcement agency. ICE officers
assigned to fugitive operations seek to locate and arrest aliens with final orders of removal.
These officers also seek to locate, arrest, and remove convicted criminal aliens living at large in
communities and aliens who previously have been deported but have returned unlawfully to the
United States. They also present illegal reentry cases for prosecution in federal courts to deter
such recidivist conduct.
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21.

Likewise, in keeping with the Secretary's policy determination that immigration

enforcement should be "smart and tough" by focusing on specific priorities, ICE issued a new
strategy regarding worksite enforcement. This strategy shift prioritized the criminal
investigation and prosecution of employers and de-emphasized the apprehension and removal of
illegal aliens working in the United States without authorization. Although Federal law does not
make it a distinct civil or criminal offense for unauthorized aliens merely to seek employment in
the U.S., such aliens may be removed for being in the U.S. illegally. ICE's new strategy
acknowledges that many enter the United States illegally because of the opportunity to work.
Thus, the strategy seeks to address the root causes of illegal immigration and to do the following:
(i) penalize employers who knowingly hire illegal workers; (ii) deter employers who are tempted
to hire illegal workers; and (iii) encourage all employers to take advantage of well-crafted
compliance tools. At the same time, the policy recognizes that humanitarian concerns counsel
against focusing enforcement efforts on unauthorized workers. The strategy permits agents to
exercise discretion and work with the prosecuting attorney to assess how to best proceed with
respect to illegal alien witnesses. One of the problems with Arizona Senate Bill 1070 (SB 1070)
is that it will divert focus from this "smart and tough" focus on employers to responses to
requests from local law enforcement to apprehend aliens not within ICE's priorities.
22.

In addition to refocusing ICE's civil enforcement priorities, ICE has also

refocused the 287(g) program so that state and local jurisdictions with which ICE has entered
into agreements to exercise federal immigration authority do so in a manner consistent with
ICE's priorities. The mechanism for this refocusing has been a new MOA with revised terms
and conditions. Jurisdictions that already had agreements were required to enter into this revised
MOA in October of 2009. Also, ICE opted not to renew 287(g) agreements with task force
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officers with the Maricopa County Sheriff's Office and officers stationed within the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Office's jail. These decisions were based on inconsistency between the
expectations of the local jurisdiction and the priorities of ICE.
23.

ICE communicates its enforcement priorities to state and local law enforcement

officials in a number of ways. With respect to the 287(g) program, the standard MOA describes
the focus on criminals, with the highest priority on the most serious offenders. In addition, when
deploying interoperability technology through the Secure Communities program, local
jurisdictions are advised of ICE's priorities in the MOA and in outreach materials.
24.

In addition to the dissemination of national civil enforcement priorities to the

field, the refocusing of existing ICE programs, and other efforts to prioritize immigration
enforcement to most efficiently protect the border and public safety, the Assistant Secretary and
his senior staff routinely inform field locations that they have the authority and should exercise
discretion in individual cases. This includes when deciding whether to issue charging
documents, institute removal proceedings, release or detain aliens, place aliens on alternatives to
detention (e.g., electronic monitoring), concede an alien's eligibility for relief from removal,
move to terminate cases where the alien may have some other avenue for relief, stay
deportations, or defer an alien's departure.
25.

The Assistant Secretary has communicated to ICE personnel that discretion is

particularly important when dealing with long-time lawful permanent residents, juveniles, the
immediate family members of U.S. citizens, veterans, members of the armed forces and their
families, and others with illnesses or special circumstances.
26.

ICE exercises prosecutorial discretion throughout all the stages of the removal

process—investigations, initiating and pursuing proceedings, which charges to lodge, seeking
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termination of proceedings, administrative closure of cases, release from detention, not taking an
appeal, and declining to execute a removal order. The decision on whether and how to exercise
prosecutorial discretion in a given case is largely informed by ICE's enforcement priorities.
During my tenure at ICE as an attorney litigating administrative immigration cases, as well as
my role as a SAUSA prosecuting criminal offenses and in my legal and management roles at ICE
headquarters, I am aware of many cases where ICE has exercised prosecutorial discretion to
benefit an alien who was not within the stated priorities of the agency or because of humanitarian
factors. For example, ICE has released an individual with medical issues from detention,
terminated removal proceedings to allow an alien to regularize her immigration status, declined
to assert the one year filing deadline in order to allow an individual to apply for asylum before
the immigration judge, and terminated proceedings for a long-term legal permanent resident who
served in the military, among numerous other examples.
27.

ICE's exercise of discretion in enforcement decisions has been the subject of

several internal agency communications. For example, Attachment A is a true and accurate copy
of a November 7, 2007 memorandum from ICE Assistant Secretary Julie Myers to ICE Field
Office Directors and ICE Special Agents in Charge. Pursuant to this memorandum, ICE agents
and officers should exercise prosecutorial discretion when making administrative arrests and
custody determinations for aliens who are nursing mothers absent any statutory detention
requirement or concerns such as national security or threats to public safety. Attachment B is a
true and accurate copy, omitting attachments thereto, of an October 24, 2005 memorandum from
ICE Principal Legal Advisor William J. Howard to OPLA Chief Counsel as to the manner in
which prosecutorial discretion is exercised in removal proceedings. Attachment C is a true and
accurate copy of a November 17, 2000 memorandum from Immigration and Naturalization
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Service (INS) Commissioner Doris Meissner to various INS personnel concerning the exercise of
prosecutorial discretion. The Assistant Secretary also outlined in a recent memorandum to all
ICE employees the agency's civil immigration enforcement priorities relating to the
apprehension, detention, and removal of aliens (available at
http://www.ice.gov/doclib/civil enforcementpriorities.pdf).
28.

In sum, ICE does not seek to arrest, detain, remove, or refer for prosecution, all

aliens who may be present in the United States illegally. ICE focuses its enforcement efforts in a
manner that is intended to most effectively further national security, public safety, and security of
the border, and has affirmative reasons not to seek removal or prosecution of certain aliens.
International Cooperation with ICE Enforcement
29.

ICE cooperates with foreign governments to advance our criminal investigations

of transnational criminal organizations (such as drug cartels, major gangs, and organized alien
smugglers) and to repatriate their citizens and nationals who are facing deportation. With respect
to our criminal investigations, ICE's Office of International Affairs has 63 offices in 44 countries
staffed with special agents who, among other things, investigate crime. In Mexico alone, ICE
has five offices consisting of a total of 38 personnel. Investigators in ICE attache offices
investigate cross-border crime, including crime that affects Arizona and the rest of the
Southwest. In addition, they work with foreign governments to secure travel documents and
clearance for ICE to remove aliens from the United States. ICE negotiates with foreign
governments to expedite the removal process, including negotiating electronic travel document
arrangements. International cooperation for ICE is critical.
30.

International cooperation advances ICE's goal of making the borders more secure.

To address cross-border crime at the Southwest border, ICE is cooperating very closely with the
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Government of Mexico in particular. Two prime examples of ICE and Mexican cooperation
include Operation Armas Cruzadas, designed to improve information sharing and to identify,
disrupt, and dismantle criminal networks engaged in weapons smuggling, and Operation
Firewall, as part of which Mexican customs and ICE-trained Mexican Money Laundering-Vetted
Units target the illicit flow of money out of Mexico on commercial flights and in container
shipments.
31.

Also to improve border security and combat cross-border crime, ICE is engaged

in other initiatives with the Government of Mexico. For instance, ICE is training Mexican
customs investigators. ICE also provides Mexican law enforcement officers and prosecutors
training in human trafficking, child sexual exploitation, gang investigations, specialized
investigative techniques, and financial crimes. ICE has recruited Mexican federal police officers
to participate in five of the ICE-led Border Enforcement Security Task Forces (BESTs). The
BEST platform brings together multiple law enforcement agencies at every level to combat
cross-border crime, including crime touching Arizona. Sharing information and agents is
promoting more efficient and effective investigations. ICE has benefited from the Government
of Mexico's increased cooperation, including in recent alien smuggling investigations that
resulted in arrests in Mexico and Arizona.
32.

In addition to the importance of cooperation from foreign governments in

criminal investigations, ICE also benefits from good relationships with foreign governments in
effecting removals of foreign nationals. Negotiating removals, including country clearance, to
approvals and securing travel documents, is a federal matter and often one that requires the
cooperation of the country that is accepting the removed alien. ICE removes more nationals of
Mexico than of any other country. In FY 2009, ICE removed or returned approximately 275,000
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Mexican nationals, which constitutes more than 70 percent of all removals and returns. Not all
countries are equally willing to repatriate their nationals. Delays in repatriating nationals of
foreign countries causes ICE financial and operational challenges, particularly when the aliens
are detained pending removal. Federal law limits how long ICE can detain an alien once the
alien is subject to a final order of removal. Therefore, difficulties in persuading a foreign
country to accept a removed alien runs the risk of extending the length of time that a potentially
dangerous or criminal alien remains in the United States. Thus, the efficient operation of the
immigration system relies on cooperation from foreign governments.
Reliance on Illegal Aliens in Enforcement and Prosecution
33.

ICE agents routinely rely on foreign nationals, including aliens unlawfully in the

United States, to build criminal cases, including cases against other aliens in the United States
illegally. Aliens who are unlawfully in the United States, like any other persons, may have
important information about criminals they encounter—from narcotics smugglers to alien
smugglers and beyond—and routinely support ICE's enforcement activities by serving as
confidential informants or witnesses. When ICE's witnesses or informants are illegal aliens who
are subject to removal, ICE can exercise discretion and ensure the alien is able to remain in the
country to assist in an investigation, prosecution, or both. The blanket removal or incarceration
of all aliens unlawfully present in Arizona or in certain other individual states would interfere
with ICE's ability to pursue the prosecution or removal of aliens who pose particularly
significant threats to public safety or national security. Likewise, ICE can provide temporary and
long-term benefits to ensure victims of illegal activity are able to remain in the United States.
34.

Tools relied upon by ICE to ensure the cooperation of informants and witnesses

include deferred action, stays of removal, U visas for crime victims, T visas for victims of human
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trafficking, and S visas for significant cooperators against other criminals and to support
investigations. These tools allow aliens who otherwise would face removal to remain in the
United States either temporarily or permanently and to work in the United States in order to
support themselves while here. Many of these tools are employed in situations where federal
immigration policy suggests an affirmative benefit that can only be obtained by not pursuing an
alien's removal or prosecution. Notably, utilization of these tools is a dynamic process between
ICE and the alien, which may play out over time. An alien who ultimately may receive a
particular benefit—for example, an S visa—may not immediately receive that visa upon initially
coming forward to ICE or other authorities, and thus at a given time may not have
documentation or evidence of the fact that ICE is permitting that alien to remain in the United
States.
35.

Although ICE may rely on an illegal alien as an informant in any type of

immigration or custom violation it investigates, this is particularly likely in alien smuggling and
illegal employment cases. Aliens who lack lawful status in the United States are routinely
witnesses in criminal cases against alien smugglers. For example, in an alien smuggling case,
the smuggled aliens are in a position to provide important information about their journey to the
United States, including how they entered, who provided them assistance, and who they may
have paid. If these aliens were not available to ICE, special agents would not be positioned to
build criminal cases against the smuggler. ICE may use a case against the smuggler to then build
a larger case against others in the smuggling organization that assisted the aliens across the
border.
36.

ICE also relies heavily on alien informants and witnesses in illegal employment

cases. In worksite cases, the unauthorized alien workers likewise have important insight and
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information about the persons involved in the hiring and employment process, including who
may be amenable to a criminal charge.
37.

ICE also relies heavily on alien informants and cooperators in investigations of

transnational gangs, including violent street gangs with membership and leadership in the United
States and abroad. Informants and cooperating witnesses help ICE identify gang members in the
United States and provide information to support investigations into crimes the gang may be
committing. In some cases, this includes violent crime in aid of racketeering, narcotics
trafficking, or other crimes.
38.

During my years at ICE, I have heard many state and local law enforcement and

immigration advocacy groups suggest that victims and witnesses of crime may hesitate to come
forward to speak to law enforcement officials if they lack lawful status. The concern cited is
that, rather than finding redress for crime, victims and witnesses will face detention and removal
from the United States. To ensure that illegal aliens who are the victims of crimes or have
witnessed crimes come forward to law enforcement, ICE has a robust outreach program,
particularly in the context of human trafficking, to assure victims and witnesses that they can
safely come forward against traffickers without fearing immediate immigration custody,
extended detention, or removal. If this concern manifested itself—and if crime victims became
reluctant to come forward—ICE would have a more difficult time apprehending, prosecuting,
and removing particularly dangerous aliens.
Potential Adverse Impact of SB 1070 on ICE's Priorities and Enforcement Activities
39.

I am aware that the State of Arizona has enacted new immigration legislation,

known as SB 1070. I have read SB 1070, and I am generally familiar with the purpose and
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provisions of that legislation. SB 1070 will adversely impact ICE's operational activities with
respect to federal immigration enforcement.
40.

I understand that section two of SB 1070 generally requires Arizona law

enforcement personnel to inquire as to the immigration status of any individual encountered
during "any lawful stop, detention or arrest" where there is a reasonable suspicion to believe that
the individual is unlawfully present in the United States. I also understand that section two
contemplates referral to DHS of those aliens confirmed to be in the United States illegally.
41.

As a federal agency with national responsibilities, the burdens placed by SB 1070

on the Federal Government will impair ICE's ability to pursue its enforcement priorities. For
example, referrals by Arizona under this section likely would be handled by either the Special
Agent in Charge (SAC) Phoenix (the local HSI office), or the Field Office Director (FOD)
Phoenix (the local ERO office). Both offices currently have broad portfolios of responsibility.
Notably, SAC Phoenix is responsible for investigating crimes at eight ports of entry and two
international airports. FOD Phoenix is responsible for two significant detention centers located
in Florence and Eloy, Arizona, and a large number of immigration detainees housed at a local
county jail in Pinal County, Arizona. FOD Phoenix also has a fugitive operations team, a robust
criminal alien program, and it manages the 287(g) programs in the counties of Maricopa,
Yavapai, and Pinal, as well as at the Arizona Department of Corrections.
42.

Neither the SAC nor the FOD offices in Phoenix are staffed to assume additional

duties. Inquiries from state and local law enforcement officers about a subject's immigration
status could be routed to the Law Enforcement Support Center in Vermont or to agents and
officers stationed at SAC or FOD Phoenix. ICE resources are currently engaged in investigating
criminal violations and managing the enforcement priorities and existing enforcement efforts,
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and neither the SAC nor FOD Phoenix are scheduled for a significant increase in resources to
accommodate additional calls from state and local law enforcement. Similarly, the FOD and
SAC offices in Arizona are not equipped to respond to any appreciable increase in requests from
Arizona to take custody of aliens apprehended by the state.
43.

Moreover, ICE's detention capacity is limited. In FY 2009, FOD Phoenix was

provided with funds to detain no more than approximately 2,900 detention beds on an average
day. FOD Phoenix uses that detention budget and available bed space not only for aliens
arrested in Arizona, but also aliens transferred from Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego.
Notably, the President's budget for FY 2011 does not request an increase in money to purchase
detention space. And with increasing proportions of criminal aliens in ICE custody and static
bed space, the detention resources will be directed to those aliens who present a danger to the
community and the greatest risk of flight.
44.

Thus, to respond to the number of referrals likely to be generated by enforcement

of SB 1070 would require ICE to divert existing resources from other duties, resulting in fewer
resources being available to dedicate to cases and aliens within ICE's priorities. This outcome is
especially problematic because ICE's current priorities are focused on national security, public
safety, and security of the border. Diverting resources to cover the influx of referrals from
Arizona (and other states, to the extent similar laws are adopted) could, therefore, mean
decreasing ICE's ability to focus on priorities such as protecting national security or public safety
in order to pursue aliens who are in the United States illegally but pose no immediate or known
danger or threat to the safety and security of the public.
45.

An alternative to responding to the referrals from Arizona, and thus diverting

resources, is to largely disregard referralsfromArizona. But this too would have adverse
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consequences in that it could jeopardize ICE's relationships with state and local law enforcement
agencies (LEAs). For example, LEAs often request ICE assistance when individuals are
encountered who are believed to be in the United States illegally. Since ICE is not always
available to immediately respond to LEA calls, potentially removable aliens are often released
back into the community. Historically, this caused some LEAs to complain that ICE was
unresponsive. In September 2006, to address this enforcement gap, the FOD office in Phoenix
created the Law Enforcement Agency Response (LEAR) Unit, a unit of officers specifically
dedicated to provide 24-hour response, 365 days per year. ICE's efforts with this project to
ensure better response to LEAs would be undermined if ICE is forced to largely disregard
referrals from Arizona, and consequently may result in LEAs being less willing to cooperate with
ICE on various enforcement matters, including those high-priority targets on which ICE
enforcement is currently focused.
46.

In addition to section two of SB 1070, I understand that the stated purpose of the

act is to "make attrition through enforcement the public policy of all state and local government
agencies in Arizona," and that the "provisions of this act are intended to work together to
discourage and deter the unlawful entry and presence of aliens and economic activity by persons
unlawfully present in the United States." To this end, I understand that section three of SB 1070
authorizes Arizona to impose criminal penalties for failing to carry a registration document, that
sections four and five, along with existing provisions of Arizona law, prohibit certain alien
smuggling activity, as well as the transporting, concealing, and harboring of illegal aliens, and
that section six authorizes the warrantless arrest of certain aliens believed to be removable from
the United States.
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47.

The Arizona statute does not appear to make any distinctions based on the

circumstances of the individual aliens or to take account of the Executive Branch's determination
with respect to individual aliens, such as to not pursue removal proceedings or grant some form
of relief from removal. Thus, an alien for whom ICE deliberately decided for humanitarian
reasons not to pursue removal proceedings or not to refer for criminal prosecution, despite the
fact that the alien may be in the United States illegally, may still be prosecuted under the
provisions of the Arizona law. DHS maintains the primary interest in the humane treatment of
aliens and the fair administration of federal immigration laws. The absence of a federal
prosecution does not necessarily indicate a lack of federal resources; rather, the Federal
Government often has affirmative reasons for not prosecuting an alien. For example, ICE may
exercise its discretionary authority to grant deferred action to an alien in order to care for a sick
child. ICE's humanitarian interests would be undermined if that alien was then detained or
arrested by Arizona authorities for being illegally present in the United States.
48.

Similarly, certain aliens who meet statutory requirements may seek to apply for

asylum in the United States, pursuant to 8 U.S.C. § 1158, based on their having been persecuted
in the past or because of a threat of future persecution. The asylum statute recognizes a policy in
favor of hospitality to persecuted aliens. In many cases, these aliens are not detained while they
pursue protection, and they do not have the requisite immigration documents that would provide
them lawful status within the United States during that period. Under SB 1070, these aliens
could be subjected to detention or arrest based on the state's priorities, despite the fact that
affirmative federal policy supports not detaining or prosecuting the alien.
49.

Additionally, some aliens who do not qualify for asylum may qualify instead for

withholding of removal under 8 U.S.C. § 1231(b)(3). Similar to asylum, withholding of removal
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provides protection in the United States for aliens who seek to escape persecution. Arizona's
detention or arrest of these aliens would not be consistent with the Government's desire to ensure
their humanitarian treatment.
50.

Further, there are many aliens in the United States who seek protection from

removal under the federal regulatory provisions at 8 C.F.R. § 208.18 implementing the
Government's non-refoulement obligations under Article 3 of the United Nations Convention
Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT). In
many cases, these aliens are not detained while they pursue CAT protection. Under SB 1070,
these aliens could be subjected to detention or arrest based on the state's priorities. The detention
or arrest of such aliens would be inconsistent with the Government's interest in ensuring their
humane treatment, especially where such aliens may have been subject to torture before they
came to the U.S.
51.

Application of SB 1070 also could undermine ICE's efforts to secure the

cooperation of confidential informants, witnesses, and victims who are present in the United
States without legal status. The stated purpose of SB 1070, coupled with the extensive publicity
surrounding this law, may lead illegal aliens to believe, rightly or wrongly, that they will be
subject to immigration detention and removal if they cooperate with authorities, not to mention
the possibility that they may expose themselves to sanctions under Arizona law if they choose to
cooperate with authorities. Consequently, SB 1070 very likely will chill the willingness of
certain aliens to cooperate with ICE. Although ICE has tools to address those concerns, SB 1070
would undercut those efforts, and thus risks ICE's investigation and prosecution of criminal
activity, such as that related to illegal employment, the smuggling of contraband or people, or
human trafficking.
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52.

Moreover, just as the ICE offices in Arizona are not staffed to respond to

additional inquiries about the immigration status of individuals encountered by Arizona, or to
and arrest or detain appreciably more aliens not within ICE's current priorities, the offices are not
staffed to provide personnel to testify in Arizona state criminal proceedings related to a
defendant's immigration status, such as a "Simpson Hearing" where there is indication that a
person may be in the United States illegally and the prosecutor invokes Arizona Revised Statute
§ 13-3961(A)(a)(ii) (relating to determination of immigration status for purposes of bail). In
some federal criminal immigration cases, Assistant United States Attorneys call ICE special
agents to testify to provide such information as a person's immigration history or status. If ICE
agents are asked to testify in a significant number of state criminal proceedings, as contemplated
under SB 1070, they will be forced either to divert resources from federal priorities, or to refuse
to testify in those proceedings, thus damaging their relationships with the state and local officials
whose cooperation is often of critical importance in carrying out federal enforcement priorities.
53.

Enforcement of SB 1070 also threatens ICE's cooperation from foreign

governments. For example, the Government of Mexico, a partner to ICE in many law
enforcement efforts and in repatriation of Mexican nationals, has expressed strong concern about
Arizona's law. On May 19, 2010, President Barack Obama and Mexican President Felipe
Calderon held a joint news conference, during which President Calderon criticized the Arizona
immigration law, saying it criminalized immigrants. President Calderon reiterated these
concerns to a joint session of the United States Congress on May 20, 2010. Any decrease in
participation and support from the Government of Mexico will hinder ICE efforts to prioritize
and combat cross-border crime.
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54.

The Government of Mexico is not the only foreign nation that has expressed

concern about SB 1070. Should there be any decreased cooperation from foreign governments
in response to Arizona's enforcement of SB 1070, the predictable result of such decreased
cooperation would be an adverse impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of ICE's
enforcement activities, which I have detailed above.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. Executed the first day of July 2010 in Washington, D.C.

Daniel
H.
Ragsdale
Executive Associate Director
Management and Administration
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
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